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Preservation Policy 
for Humans

Where should I start?
What do you care about?
Identify it!
...and maybe prioritize it too!
Collection Policy
But how do we develop 
that?
From your community!
We’ve identified some 
objects. 
What next?
What can we preserve?
Immediate, low hanging fruit
What could we preserve?
Scope, rights
What can our 
infrastructure support?
Size, type
What could our 
infrastructure support?
Size, type
Preservation actions
What’s that?
Integrity
Authenticity
Usability
...anything we do to identify/maintain the

Say what you do, do what 
you say!
Consistent, predictable… based on a plan.
Wait… how do you 
account for that?
Hint: It’s based on the plan part.
Planning!
In three simple steps...
1. What is our general 
approach?
2. What tools do we have 
available?
3. How do we apply said 
tools?
*cough*
Use cases!
*cough*
General Approach
Preservation Strategic Plan
Says things like e.g. “These are the 
important characteristics of the stuff we care 
about.”
Examples
Tools in the Toolbox
Given our overall goals, what tools do we 
have that can support it?
Example Tools
Archival Formats
Format normalization
Integrity monitoring
Other considerations
Are there different levels of preservation we 
can offer?
Preservation Implementation Plan
Given a particular use 
case….
How (specifically!) do we use the tools in our 
toolbox to enact our general approach on 
this specific stuff?
Preservation Action Plan examples
Parting thoughts...
RELEASE EARLY
RELEASE OFTEN
THERE IS NO SINGLE RIGHT SOLUTION

Discussion, Questions?
rite more text
